
Medical equipment
As a User 
I would like the software to remember my 
settings 
So that I don’t have to re-calibrate and re-
configure the software each time I use it

As an Embryologist 
I would like to be able to replay stored 
videos of procedures 
So that I can see how they were 
performed

As a Patient 
I would like to see confirmation that 
both me and my embryo have been 
identified correctly 
So that I can relax and feel 
confident



Airline website

Epic
As a user I want to be able to search flight status by flight number, 
airport or route so that I can remain informed

Stories
1. As a customer I expect all flight status search panels that contain a 

date field to be defaulted to todays date
2. As a customer don't show me routes that are not operating on the 

date I am searching for on the flights status search
3. As a customer with JS turned off/before JS script displays the 

stretched background I want to see a background image displayed
4. As a customer I want to see predictive text results displayed after I 

type in the first letter to make it really easy for me to select



Airline website

Epic
As a user I want to be able to search flight status by flight number, 
airport or route so that I can remain informed

Stories
5. As a customer using Flight Status I want to be able to select from a list 

of flight numbers
6. As a customer using Flight Status I want to be able to select from a list 

of routes
7. As a customer using Flight Status I want to be able to select from a list 

of airports
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Exercise: Rewrite airline stories

As a user I want to be able to search 
flight status by flight number, airport or 
route so that I can remain informed

As a customer looking at flight status, 
where a flight is delayed or cancelled I 
want to see a message explaining to 
me what I need to do next



Media company (iOS application ~2013)

Number: 1234
Title: Static full page AD in both orientation modes
Description: As a Tester

I want a number of full page ad creatives
So that I will have something to test

Conditions of 
Satisfaction:

At least 2 static landscape image ads exist for testing with 
dimensions (1024x747)
At least 2 static portrait image ads exist with dimensions (768x1003)



Number: 1235
Title: First crack hard coding...
Description: As a Developer

I want to see a full page static ad being displayed in webapp using 
the ads library api but the underlying code can reference a hard 
coded image
So that I have a starting point to build further full page functionality 
into the webapp

Conditions of 
Satisfaction:

Scenario 1: Static full page portrait ads available to test
Given the user is testing static ads and the user is holding the ipad
in portrait mode
When the full page ad slot is viewed
Then I expect to see a static portrait image ad and there are at least 
two ads to display



Number: 1236

Title: Natasha adds 1 full page ad slot into the web app

Description: As a developer
I want Natasha to put 1 full page ad slot into the webapp

So that we can begin testing full page ad calls

Conditions of 
Satisfaction:

Scenario 1: Full page ad on second swipe (between section 1 and section 2)
Given the user is on the Front Page of the webapp and user has swiped to the left once pulling the right 
hand (section 2) section into view
When the user swipes to the left once more
Then I expect to see an empty full page add slot and the pull down section page navigation menu is 
hidden and inaccessible and the Natasha code will make will make a call to the ad library or a full page 
ad
Scenario 2: Full page ad continues to next section
Given the user is viewing the full page ad
When the user swipes to the left or right on the ad
Then the next section (1) page is shown



As an Advisor, I want to enter the customer's postcode 
to be used in the purchase annuity calculation.

Acceptance criteria: Valid postcode 

Format Example
<alpha><numeric><space><numeric><alpha><alpha> L1 1BA

<alpha><numeric><numeric><space><numeric><alpha><alp
ha>

L60 1CD

<alpha><alpha><numeric>space<numeric><alpha><alpha> LE1 1SU

<alpha><alpha><numeric><numeric> 
<space><numeric><alpha><alpha>

LE10 3JA

<alpha><numeric><alpha><space><numeric><numeric> 
<alpha><alpha>

W1B 5PW

<alpha><alpha><numeric><alpha><space> 
<numeric><numeric><alpha><alpha>

WC2H 8DN

• Alpha characters can 
be entered in 
uppercase or 
lowercase

• Postcode field must 
not be blank

• Maximum number 
of characters should 
be 8


